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Abstract. Reputation systems are employed to measure the quality of items on 
the Web. Incorporating accurate reputation scores in recommender systems is 
useful to provide more accurate recommendations as recommenders are agnos-
tic to reputation. The ratings aggregation process is a vital component of a repu-
tation system. Reputation models available do not consider statistical data in the 
rating aggregation process. This limitation can reduce the accuracy of generated 
reputation scores. In this paper, we propose a new reputation model that consid-
ers previously ignored statistical data. We compare our proposed model against 
state-of the-art models using top-N recommender system experiment. 
Keywords: Reputation System, Ratings Aggregation, Beta Distribution, Rec-
ommender System. 
1 Introduction 
Reputation systems are acquiring increasing credibility among web users because 
these systems provide a metric with which product quality can be evaluated. They are 
currently considered essential components of e-commerce or product review websites, 
where they provide methods for collecting and aggregating users’ ratings to enable 
the calculation of the overall reputation scores of products, users, or services (Shapiro, 
1982). Generated reputation scores influence customer decisions regarding items, 
since they are typically used to compare the quality of different available items.  
In this paper, we focus on using ratings feedback in building item reputation 
scores. The simple mean method is the most straightforward approach to aggregate 
user ratings for the purpose of generating item reputations (Garcin, Faltings, and 
Jurca, 2009). The mean provides a magnitude value of all ratings with reasonable 
accuracy. The median, which is also used to represent a reputation score, is more 
stable than the mean (Garcin et al., 2009). Reputation scores are critical components 
of feedback systems because of their increased influence on online users. Any minor 
improvement in the accuracy of reputation scores can noticeably affect website per-
formance. An increasing number of aggregators have therefore been developed to 
enhance the accuracy of reputation scores (Abdel-Hafez, Xu, and Jøsang, 2015, Bha-
radwaj and Al-Shamri, 2009, Lauw, Lim, and Wang, 2012).  
Many reputation systems have recently been put forward, with the majority em-
bedding one or more factors in the rating aggregation process to enhance the accuracy 
of reputation scores. These factors include the time at which a rating was provided, 
the reputation of the user who provided this rating, and trust among users (Leber-
knight, Sen, and Chiang, 2012, Resnick et al., 2000, Wang, Zhu, and Chen, 2008). 
These factors are usually regarded as weights assigned to ratings during the aggrega-
tion process. The weighted mean method is a typical approach (Sabater and Sierra, 
2002). User- and time-related factors are independent of rating aggregation methods 
and can be incorporated into any aggregation technique, such as the simple mean 
method and the Dirichlet (Jøsang and Haller, 2007), fuzzy (Bharadwaj and Al-
Shamri, 2009), and NDR (Abdel-Hafez et al., 2015) models. 
Some of the proposed reputation models include other factors, such as the uncer-
tainty of available ratings. These methods can produce more accurate reputation 
scores than those generated by the simple mean method (Jøsang and Haller, 2007, 
Bharadwaj and Al-Shamri, 2009, Abdel-Hafez et al., 2015)  and are considered state-
of-the-art models in reputation research. Despite these advantages, however, most 
existing reputation models do not explicitly consider the number (count) of ratings 
and the frequency of rating levels in the rating aggregation process. Rating count 
refers to the total number of ratings assigned to an item. Rating level pertains to a 
rating value, and the frequency of a rating level refers to the number of users who 
have rated an item with the rating value. In general, we believe that rating weights 
should relate to the frequency of rating levels and rating count. The frequency of rat-
ing levels for an item reflects how users view an item. For example, more instances of 
rating level 5 than rating level 2 indicate that the item is favored by a larger number of 
customers. The rating count of an item reflects the reliability of rating usage in build-
ing reputation scores; the higher the number of ratings assigned to an item, the larger 
the number of opinions that the ratings can reflect, and thus, the more accurate the 
item’s reputation derived on the basis of these ratings.  
In this paper, we propose a novel reputation method called the beta distribution-
based reputation (BetaDR) model, which takes both rating level frequency and rating 
count into consideration in deriving item reputations.  
2 Related Work 
Reputation systems can be used to assess many objects, such as webpages, products, 
services, users, and peer-to-peer networks; these systems reflect what is generally said 
or believed about a target object (Abdel-Hafez, Xu, and Jøsang, 2014b). An item’s 
reputation is calculated on the basis of the ratings provided by many users, and a spe-
cific aggregation method is used for the calculation. Many methods use the weighted 
mean as an aggregator of ratings, wherein weight can represent a rater’s reputation, 
the time at which a rating was provided, or the distance between the current reputation 
score and a recently received rating. Shapiro (1982) confirmed that time is important 
in calculating reputation scores; hence, the time decay factor has been widely used in 
reputation systems (Jøsang and Haller, 2007, Leberknight et al., 2012, Wang et al., 
2008). Leberknight et al. (2012) discussed the volatility of online ratings in an effort 
to reflect the current trend of users’ ratings. The authors used the weighted mean, in 
which previous ratings have less weight than do current ones. Riggs and Wilensky 
(2001) performed collaborative quality filtering based on the principle of identifying 
the most reliable users. Lauw et al. (2012) classified users into lenient and strict users 
in their proposed leniency-aware quality model. 
Jøsang and Haller (2007) introduced a multinomial Bayesian probability distribu-
tion reputation system based on Dirichlet probability distribution. The authors indi-
cated that Bayesian reputation systems provide a statistically sound basis for compu-
ting reputation scores. A major contribution of their proposed model is its introduc-
tion of uncertainty to the reputation calculation process. The smaller the rating count 
involved, the higher the impact of the uncertainty addition. This model therefore pro-
vides more accurate reputation values when only a few ratings are assigned to an 
item.  
Using fuzzy models is an equally popular approach in calculating reputation scores 
because fuzzy logic provides rules for reasoning with fuzzy measures, such as trust-
worthiness. These measures are typically used to describe reputation. Sabater and 
Sierra (2002) proposed the REGRET reputation system, which defines a reputation 
measure that considers the individual, social, and ontological dimensions. Bharadwaj 
and Al-Shamri (2009)  put forward a fuzzy computational model for trust and reputa-
tion. The authors define the reputation of a user as the accuracy of his/her prediction 
regarding other users’ ratings for different items. The authors also introduced the 
reliability metric, which represents the degree of reliability of a computed score. 
Most recently, Abdel-Hafez et al. (2015)  proposed a normal distribution-based 
reputation model (NDR), which is described as a weighted mean reputation system, 
wherein weights are generated using a normal distribution curve. In their work, the 
median rating and the ratings close to it acquire higher weights than do other ratings. 
The authors also put forward a modified NDR model with uncertainty (NDRU). Both 
models perform well on sparse and dense datasets. However, neither model explicitly 
considers rating count because under a small number of ratings, the median rating is 
unstable and uninformative. This shortcoming can negatively affect the accuracy of 
the reputations generated by NDR or NDRU. 
3 The Beta Distribution-Based Reputation Model 
In this section, we introduce a new rating aggregation method that generates item 
reputation scores. First, we use the arithmetic mean method as the naïve method. Sec-
ond, the term “rating level” is used to represent the number of possible rating values 
that can be assigned to a specific item by a user. Let us consider, for example, a five-
star rating system with possible rating values of {1,2,3,4,5}. Under this system, we 
say that we have five rating levels—one for each possible rating value.  
As previously stated, the weighted mean method is the most frequently used ap-
proach in rating aggregation, and weights usually represent time decay or reviewer 
reputation. In the naïve method, the weight of each rating is 1/𝑛, where n is the num-
ber of ratings for an item. Regardless of whether we use the simplest mean method or 
the weighted mean methods that consider time or other user-related factors, the fre-
quency of each rating level and the rating count of an item are not explicitly taken 
into consideration. For example, we assume that an item receives a set of ratings 
< 2,2,2,2,3,5,5 >, under the simplest mean method, the weight assigned to each of 
the ratings is 1/7. Although rating level 2 has a frequency higher than those of all 
other rating levels, the ratings in this level are assigned the same weight as those as-
cribed to other ratings, i.e., 1/7. This example shows how rating level frequencies are 
disregarded in the weight calculation process.  
Most ratings aggregators, such as the naïve, weighted mean and NDR (Abdel-
Hafez et al., 2015) methods, disregard rating count as a measurement of the reliability 
of available ratings in reflecting item reputation. A situation that may occur in some 
cases and by chance is when a new item is introduced, the first few raters have similar 
opinions (either positive or negative) about an item. In such cases, available item 
ratings are insufficient for producing reliable reputation scores. Generally, the fewer 
the number of ratings assigned to an item, the less accurate the aggregated rating for 
this item. 
We propose the use of the weighted mean to aggregate ratings. A more important 
feature of our approach is that weights are generated following two principles. First, 
the more frequent a rating level, the higher the weights assigned to the ratings at that 
level. Second, different weighting strategies should be used to calculate the rating 
weights of an item with few ratings and an item with many ratings. The beta distribu-
tion is suitable for use in the proposed reputation model given that it enables the flex-
ibility necessary to satisfy the two principles. Later in this section, we present some 
examples (see Table 4) to compare the naïve and NDR methods with the proposed 
methods and demonstrate the superiority of the latter. 
3.1 Normal Distribution-Based Reputation Model 
Abdel-Hafez et al. (2015) proposed the use of the probability density function (PDF) 
of the normal distribution to generate weights for the ratings of an item and then pro-
duce the item’s reputation score by aggregating the ratings through the weighted 
mean method. This method (denoted as NDR) considers the frequency of ratings in 
the rating aggregation process. Assuming that the ratings fall under normal distribu-
tion (bell shape) the middle ratings are assigned higher weights than the ratings falling 
at the two ends of the distribution curve. Fig. 1 shows the weights assigned to a list of 
ratings < 2,2,2,2,3,5,5 >.  
Garcin et al. (2009) studied and compared several reputation aggregators, including 
the mean, weighted mean, mode, and median. The authors demonstrated that the me-
dian is a more accurate representative of reputation because it is more informative and 
stable. The use of a bell-shaped normal distribution guarantees that middle ratings 
will be assigned weights higher than those allocated at the curve edges (extreme rat-
ings). The middle ratings represent the median rating and the ratings close to it. As-
signing higher weights to these ratings therefore enables a more accurate estimation 
of reputation score, as indicated in (Abdel-Hafez et al., 2015). 
In the experiment discussed in (Abdel-Hafez et al., 2015), the NDR method exhib-
its higher accuracy when used on dense datasets than on sparse datasets. This result is 
attributed to the method’s disregard of rating count in the weighting process. Under a 
small number of available ratings, therefore, the frequencies of rating levels are insuf-
ficient to produce accurate aggregation. The NDRU method is an attempt to overcome 
the unreliability problem. To this end, uncertainty is incorporated into the original 
NDR. This modification enhances accuracy over sparse datasets. Nevertheless, both 
NDR and NDRU assign higher weights to middle ratings by using a bell-shaped dis-
tribution to generate rating weights, regardless of the rating count of an item. 
 
 
Fig. 1. Example of NDR normalized weights for 7 ratings 
3.2 Weighting Based on the Standard Beta Distribution 
As mentioned earlier, the main problem with the NDR and NDRU models (Abdel-
Hafez et al., 2015) is the constancy of the bell distribution shape. Although the meth-
ods provide more accurate aggregations over dense datasets, their performance on 
sparse datasets is unimpressive. This failure establishes that assigning higher weights 
to middle ratings works well only on dense datasets. Over sparse datasets, this ap-
proach becomes insufficient when only the frequency of rating levels is considered; 
ensuring accuracy necessitates that the total number of ratings for an item (i.e., rating 
count) be taken into account as well. In the cases where the ratings count is relatively 
low, we propose to assign higher weights to extreme ratings to reduce the middle 
ratings contributions in reputation scores.  
The beta distribution shows potential for generating different shapes, thus empha-
sizing middle or extreme ratings on the basis of shape parameters that can be related 
to dataset statistics. The standard beta distribution is generally a continuous probabil-
ity distribution that is defined on the interval of (0, 1), 0 < 𝑥𝑖 < 1. Its probability 
density function is presented in equation (1). 
Beta(xi) =  
Γ(α + β)
Γ(α)Γ(β)
  xi
α−1(1 − xi)
β−1                                (1) 
where Γ represents the Gamma function, and α and β are two parameters that 
can determine distribution shape. Different values of shape parameters provide 
a variety of shapes that can flexibly model various datasets. Our proposed meth-
od is thus described as a weighted mean method, wherein weights are generated 
by the beta distribution. The crucial issue here is to determine shape parameters 
α and β to produce the desired distribution shape, which is used to generate rat-
ings weights for every single item.  
Suppose that we have n ratings for a specific item P, represented as a vector 
RP = 〈r0, r1, r2, … , rn−1〉, where r0 is the smallest rating, and rn−1 is the largest 
rating, i.e., r0 ≤ r1 ≤ r2 ≤ ⋯ ≤ rn−1 . To aggregate the ratings, we need to com-
pute the weight associated with each rating, which is also represented as a vec-
tor WP = 〈w0, w1, w2, … , wn−1〉. As previously discussed, the weights of the rat-
ings are calculated using the beta distribution PDF given in equation (1), where 
Beta(xi) is the weight of the rating at index i = 0, … , n − 1. For the n ratings ri  in 
RP, we design equation (2) to evenly select n values xi within [0, 1], thereby gen-
erating weights Beta(xi) for rating ri, i = 0, … , n − 1. 
xi =
0.98 × i
n − 1
+ 0.01                                                       (2) 
By using equation (2), we derive x0 = 0.01, ⋯ , xn−1 = 0.99. The generated 
weights Beta(xi) are then normalized, so that the summation of all the weights is 
equal to 1. We generate a unified weight for every rating level and then use it to 
calculate the final reputation score. Normalized weights 〈w0, w1, w2, … , wn−1〉 are 
calculated in equation (3), where ∑ wi
n−1
i=0 = 1. 
wi =
Beta(xi)
∑ Beta(xj)
n−1
j=0
                                                        (3) 
3.3 Reputation Score Generation 
We separate ratings into groups on the basis of rating levels, with each group contain-
ing ratings of the same level. Rl = 〈r0
l , r1
l , r2
l , … , r
|Rl|−1
l 〉, l = 1, 2, … , k, for each rating 
r ∈ Rl,  r = l. The set of all the ratings for item P is  RP = ⋃ R
lk
l=1 . The corresponding 
weights of the ratings in Rl are represented as Wl = 〈w0
l , w1
l , w2
l , … , w
|Rl|−1
l 〉. The 
final reputation score is calculated as the weighted mean for each rating level by using 
equation (4), where level weight LWl is the summation of the weights of every rating 
that belongs to level l.  
BetaDRp = ∑(l × LW
l)
k
l=1
, LWl = ∑ wj
l
|Rl|−1
j=0
                            (4) 
3.4 The Beta Distribution Shapes 
Fig. 2 shows three beta distribution shapes (and thus, three weighting distributions) 
for the simple rating example in Fig. 1. Shapes 1, 2, and 3 are generated for α = 2 
and β = 5, α = β = 5, and α = 5 and β = 2, respectively. The median rating is con-
sidered the centroid of the ratings, and it separates all the other ratings into two 
groups: the lower group, which contains all the ratings less than the median, and the 
upper group, which comprises all the ratings larger than the median. The median rat-
ing in the example illustrated in Fig. 2 is in index 4. The figure shows that for Shape 1 
with α = 2 and β = 5 (i.e., α <  β), the lower group is assigned weights higher than 
those obtained by the upper group; for Shape 3 with α = 5 and β = 2 (i. e. , α >  β) , 
the upper group acquires weights higher than those assigned to the lower group. 
These results indicate that in the two cases, the ratings in the two groups contribute 
differently to the reputation calculation. Generally, no evidence justifies the allocation 
of higher weights to either group. We propose to equally consider the weights for the 
two groups in reputation calculation; that is, in the proposed method, the weights 
assigned to both groups are equal, as in the case illustrated by Shape 2 in Fig. 2. In 
this case, the shape of the weight distribution is symmetric.  
Symmetry is an important feature of the generated shape, which occurs when the 
two shape parameters are equal, α = β. A symmetric shape indicates that a line can 
split the shape into two pieces that are each other’s mirror (Bury, 1999). We use the 
symmetric shape for the beta distribution at all times to ensure fairness and the equal 
contribution of low and high ratings. In general, constantly using symmetric shapes in 
the proposed method is considered crucial for it to fulfil its purpose.  
 
 
Fig. 2. The effect of using different values of α and β on PDF shape of the beta distribution 
using Table 1 example. 
 
Fig. 3 shows an example of the three different symmetric shapes of the beta distribu-
tion PDF. The U shape of the beta distribution is generated when shape parameters 
α = β < 1. The figure indicates that the extreme ratings—the first indexed rating 
(lowest rating value) and the last indexed rating (highest rating value)—are assigned 
the highest weights. The weights of the extreme ratings depend on the depth of the U 
shape. The lower the values of α and β, the deeper the curve will be, indicating higher 
weights for the extreme ratings. When α and β approach 1, the curve takes on a more 
flattened shape, thereby increasing the weights assigned to the middle ratings and 
decreasing those allocated to the extreme ratings.  
In the case wherein shape parameters α = β = 1, the beta distribution PDF pro-
duces a uniform distribution [0,1]. All the ratings have the same weights wi =
1
n
 . Fig. 
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3 depicts the uniform distribution as a straight line. This case illustrates the naïve 
method, wherein the weights of all the ratings are unified.  
The last shape illustrated in Fig. 3 is the bell shape, which is generated when the 
values of shape parameters α = β > 1. In the bell shape case, the median rating and 
the ratings close to it are assigned weights higher than those provided for the ratings 
far from the median. Under larger shape parameters, the bell shape becomes sharper, 
thus increasing the weight given to the median rating. 
 
 
Fig. 3. Different symmetric PDF shapes of the beta distribution using 20 ratings 
 
The reputation score of an item is derived from the ratings assigned to this item. As 
previously stated, the number of ratings for an item is important to generate an accu-
rate item reputation score. This requirement indicates that if an item has a small num-
ber of ratings, then the reputation score generated by these ratings may be less reliable 
than those generated by the use of a high number of ratings. The rating count for an 
item should therefore be taken into consideration in deriving the reputation score for 
this item. Conversely, the distribution of rating count over items can differ across 
various application domains. For example, on average, the movies featured in a movie 
review website may receive hundreds or thousands of ratings, whereas the cars in a 
car selling website may receive only a few ratings. Directly using absolute rating 
counts in deriving reputations would therefore generate bias from one domain to an-
other. To address this problem, we propose adopting the ratio between the rating 
count of an item and the average rating count for all the items in a domain. This ratio, 
called the item rating relative count (IRRC), is used to measure the rating count of an 
item, as calculated in equation (5):    
IRRC =
ni
n̅
   , n̅ =
∑ nipi∈M
|M|
                                             (5) 
where ni is the rating count of an item pi, and n̅ denotes the average rating count of 
the items in a domain, assuming that M is the set of items in the domain.  
The most important issue in this study is our proposal to control the shape of the 
beta distribution for an item’s ratings. We suggest using IRRC as key factor to deter-
mine the distribution shape. Since the beta distribution shape is determined by the 
values of α and β. The proposed method for calculating the two shape parameters is  
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α = β = IRRC                                                             (6) 
4 Incorporating Reputation In Recommender System 
In this section we employ a method proposed by Abdel-Hafez et al. (2014a), to merge 
the recommender system generated ranked list of items with the reputation generated 
one in order to produce the Top N recommendations. This method was adopted be-
cause of its generality, as it separates the implementation of the recommender system, 
the reputation system, and the merging process. We use the top N recommender sys-
tem in order to evaluate our proposed beta distribution-based reputation model. We 
implement the reputation-aware recommender system with the baseline reputation 
models and compare the results when we use our proposed reputation model. In this 
section we will describe the weighted Borda count method (Abdel-Hafez et al., 
2014a) briefly. First we describe some definitions. 
 Users: 𝑈 = {𝑢1, 𝑢2, … , 𝑢|𝑈|} is a set of users who have rated at least one item. 
 Items: 𝑃 = {𝑝1, 𝑝2, … , 𝑝|𝑃|} is a set of items that are rated at least one time by a 
user in 𝑈. 
 Users-Ratings: This is a user-rating matrix defined as a mapping 𝑢𝑟: 𝑈 × 𝑃 →
[0, 𝑟]. If the user 𝑢𝑖 has rated the item 𝑝𝑗 with rating a, then 𝑢𝑟(𝑢𝑖 , 𝑝𝑗) = 𝑎; other-
wise, 𝑢𝑟(𝑢𝑖 , 𝑝𝑗) = 0 such that 0 < 𝑎 <= 𝑟, and 𝑟 is the maximum rating. 
 Item-Reputation Score: 𝑆 = {𝑠1, 𝑠2, … , 𝑠|𝑃|}, where 𝑠𝑖 is the reputation score for 
item 𝑝𝑖 . 
 Item Recommendation Score: 𝑇 = {𝑡1, 𝑡2, … , 𝑡|𝑃|} where 𝑡𝑖 is the recommendation 
score for item 𝑝𝑖 . This value is used to generate the candidate list of top-M recom-
mendation using equation (7). 
TopMui = argmax
1→M
 Tui , ui ∈ U                                             (7) 
4.1 The Weighted Borda-Count Method 
Using the Borda-count (BC) (Dummett, 1998) method the first ranked candidates 
given the score 𝑁 and the next one is 𝑁 − 1, and so on. Every item that is outside the 
Top-N list will receive a score of zero. For an item 𝑝 ∈ 𝑃, the sum of the BCs for this 
item is denoted 𝑆𝐵𝐶(𝑝). The items with the highest SBC will appear at the top of the 
list. The BC method was adopted to merge a recommendation list and a reputation 
list. For a user u and an item 𝑝 ∈ 𝑃, let 𝐵𝐶𝑟𝑒𝑐(𝑝) be the BC of 𝑝 in the recommenda-
tion list and BCrep(p) the BC of 𝑝 in the reputation list. Then, 𝑆𝐵𝐶(𝑝)  =
𝐵𝐶𝑟𝑒𝑐(𝑝)  +  𝐵𝐶𝑟𝑒𝑝(𝑝). The Top-N recommendations for the user u are defined in 
equation (8). 
TopNu
BC = argmaxp∈P
N SBC(p)                                                (8) 
The weighted Borda-count (WBC) method introduces a weight in the BC method. 
The weighted sum of BC (𝑊𝑆𝐵𝐶) and the top-N recommendations are defined in 
equations (9), and (10), where 0 < 𝛼 < 1: 
WSBC(p) = α × BCrec(p) +  (1 −  α) × BCrep(p)                           (9) 
TopNu
WBC = argmaxp∈P
N WSBC(p)                                          (10) 
4.2 Using Personalized Item Reputation  
An item's reputation is the global community opinion about it. At a specific time, the 
ranking of items based on item reputation is the same for all users. Therefore, Abdel-
Hafez et al. (2014a) proposed to use personalized reputation for items to tackle this 
problem. The idea is to build a user-preference profile based on previous user ratings, 
and then to use this profile to filter the items that were outside the preference scope. 
 Implicit Item Categories 𝐶 = {𝐶1, 𝐶2, … , 𝐶|𝐶|} is the set of categories wherein items 
in 𝑃 belong to 𝐶𝑖 = {𝑝|𝑝 ∈ 𝑃} and 𝐶𝑖 ∩ 𝐶𝑗 = ∅. 
 User Item Preference 𝑃𝑢 = {𝑝|𝑝 ∈ 𝑃, 𝑢𝑟(𝑢, 𝑝) ≥
(𝑟+1)
2
} , 𝑟 is the maximum rating 
and contains all the user's preferred items. 
 User Category Preference 𝐹𝑢 = {𝐶𝑖|𝐶𝑖 ∈ 𝐶, (𝐶𝑖 ∩ 𝑃𝑢) ≠ ∅} contains item categories 
in which the user's preferred or positively rated items belong. A user category pref-
erence 𝐹𝑢is a set of categories that are preferred by the user u. 
The personalized reputation was defined in equation (11), where 𝑆𝑝 is the reputation 
for the item 𝑝. 
PIRp = {
Sp,     p ∈ Ci, Ci ∈ Fu 
0,           Otherwise
                                               (11) 
5 Experiment 
We conducted the top-N recommender system experiment. We aimed to demonstrate 
that combining item reputation with user-based CF could enhance the accuracy of the 
top-N recommendations. 
5.1 Dataset 
We used the MovieLens movie ratings dataset extracted from Grouplens.org. We used 
this dataset in three different ways: 1) using all 2) using only 10%, and 3) using only 
5% of the ratings (Abdel-Hafez, Xu, and Tian, 2014c). The purpose of the three tests 
was to observe whether the reputation method enhances recommendation accuracy 
over dense and sparse datasets. Table 1 presents some of the statistics for each da-
taset. We split each dataset into training and testing sets by randomly selecting 80% 
of each user's ratings into a training dataset and the rest into a testing dataset. We 
performed a 5-fold experiment, each time a different 20% of the dataset was selected 
for testing. We calculated the average of the results at the end. Sparsity for the da-
tasets was calculated using equation (12). 
Sparsity = 1 −
# of Ratings
# of Users × # of Items
                                   (12) 
Table 1. Datasets statistics 
 
MovieLens 5% 
(ML5) 
MovieLens 10% 
(ML10) 
MovieLens Com-
plete (MLC)  
Number of ratings 6,515 13,077 100,000 
Sparsity 0.99589 0.99175 0.93695 
Min ratings per user 5 10 20 
Max ratings per user 36 73 737 
Average ratings per user 6.849 13.867 106.044 
Min ratings per movie 0 0 1 
Max ratings per movie 59 114 583 
Average ratings per movie 3.840 7.774 59.453 
 
5.2 Experiment Settings 
We conducted the experiment in three runs for each dataset using the values of the 
recommendation list top-N = 20, the candidate list top-M = 60, and the nearest 
neighbors 𝐾 = 20. The recommended item was considered a hit if it appeared in the 
user-testing dataset and the user has granted the item a rating >= 3. The evaluation 
metrics used are precision, recall, and F1-score.  
We implemented the user-based recommender system introduced in (Sarwar et al. 
2000). We also implemented two baselines, the Dirichlet reputation model (DIR) 
(Jøsang and Haller, 2007), and the normal distribution based reputation model with 
uncertainty (NDRU) (Abdel-Hafez et al., 2015). We compare the baseline models 
with the proposed BetaDR model. 
5.3 Results and Discussion 
Table 2 shows the precision, recall, and F1-scores for each of the implemented meth-
ods over the three tested datasets. We compare the proposed BetaDR model with the 
two state-of-the-art models in two different settings, firstly, using only the general 
reputation scores, and secondly, using the personalized version of each of the reputa-
tion models. We notice that the proposed BetaDR produces better results using both 
settings. The uncertainty in the ML5 and ML10 datasets is high; hence, DIR and 
NDRU methods provide similar results as both methods add uncertainty to their ag-
gregation equations. In contrast, the BetaDR uses different method of mixing U and 
Bell shapes distributions to consider the count of ratings per item. This method uplifts 
the popular items in the ranked list. In the complete dataset, MLC, we notice an im-
provement of the NDRU model over the DIR one, as it emphasizes the ratings distri-
bution. The BetaDR still performs better than the NDRU as it emphasizes both the 
rating distribution and the ratings count per item.  
 
Table 2. Results of top-N recommendation accuracy using three datasets 
Used Reputa-
tion Method 
with CF 
ML5 ML10 MLC 
Precision Recall F1-score Precision Recall F1-score Precision Recall F1-score 
N/A 0.0061 0.0684 0.0112 0.0079 0.0723 0.0142 0.0283 0.0229 0.0253 
Mean 0.0067 0.0651 0.0122 0.0079 0.0725 0.0142 0.0289 0.0237 0.0259 
DIR 0.0075 0.0665 0.0135 0.0079 0.0728 0.0143 0.0301 0.0259 0.0278 
NDRU 0.0075 0.0665 0.0135 0.0079 0.0729 0.0143 0.0336 0.0283 0.0307 
BetaDR 0.0091 0.0742 0.0162 0.0097 0.0812 0.0173 0.0362 0.0394 0.0377 
P-Mean 0.0112 0.1134 0.0204 0.0129 0.0793 0.0222 0.0363 0.0351 0.0357 
P-DIR 0.0130 0.1239 0.0235 0.0145 0.0849 0.0248 0.0398 0.0402 0.0400 
P-NDRU 0.0131 0.1249 0.0237 0.0146 0.0858 0.0250 0.0465 0.0448 0.0456 
P-BetaDR 0.0178 0.1337 0.0314 0.0192 0.1015 0.0323 0.0519 0.0489 0.0504 
6 Conclusions  
In this paper, we have proposed a new aggregation method for generating reputation 
scores for items on the basis of customers’ ratings. The proposed method is described 
as a weighted mean method that generates weights using the beta distribution. The 
essential question we targeted is how to determine the appropriate beta distribution 
shape for different datasets. In order to calculate the shape parameters we use the ratio 
between the rating count of an item and the average rating count for all the items in a 
domain. We provided an experiment using recommender-aware reputation model and 
compared the results with two of the state-of-the-art reputation models. The results 
show improvement for the proposed BetaDR model over the DIR and NDRU models. 
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